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Disclaimer
This presentation includes forward-looking statements which are subject to risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results and events to differ.

Even though the Company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking
statements are reasonable, BXPL cannot assure that the presented predictions will be achieved.
It has to be taken into account that certain risks and uncertainties that are tied to the presented
forward-looking statements, such as political, economical, financial and legal changes in the
markets BXPL operates in, are beyond the Company’s ability to control or predict. Therefore
readers should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements.

BXPL does not intend and does not assume the obligation to update any of the presented
forward-looking statements in light of new information except to the extent required by
applicable law and/or regulation.
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This material is confidential and not to be shared or distributed

No rig needed
Small 

environmental 
footprint

More for the 
price of one

Reservoir 
Monitoring

“Derisking of reserves” – Rystad Energy

Subsurface mapping made easy
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Development Program

� Expanding the operational envelope of the 2nd generation Badger tool

� Qualify and prove four core technology solutions:

� Drilling Solution
� Enhanced ultrasonic drilling in low permeability formations

� Cutting Transport Solution
� Transport of dry or wet cuttings from drillbit to compactor 

inside the tool
� Compaction Solution

� Make an impermeable plug and obtain necessary space for 
the tool by use of ultrasonic compaction and micro-fracking

� Locomotion Solution
� Move tool in packed annulus and unstable geology
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Development Program - Status

� Drilling Solution
� Working on solving the “dry drilling” challenge where drillbit design, 

control system and the ultrasonic transducer are included

� Cutting Transport Solution
� Concept approved. Integration into expected tool shape and size to 

be done in 2017

� Compaction Solution
� Tests ongoing in University of Glasgow 
� Designing a subsurface test chamber that can apply high 

temperature and high pressure (HTHP) conditions for the testing

� Locomotion Solution
� Working on the most promising concepts for reducing friction and 

enhancing propulsion of the tool
� Designing a dedicated test equipment for qualification of the 

concepts
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Development Program - Status

� Funding
� In December, Badger Explorer conducted a successful private 

placement raising NOK 45 million in gross proceed. 
� In addition, a subsequent offering of up to NOK 10 million has been 

launched for eligible shareholders
� Note: After this reporting period, Badger Explorer successfully raised 

further NOK 300 million in gross proceeds in an second private 
placement. A subsequent offering of up to NOK 40 million will be 
launched during March 2017 for eligible shareholders
� Complete the Development Program
� Launch new business opportunities
� Pursue investment opportunities within the oil service sector

� Partnership
� No new partnership negotiated
� Statoil  partnership: Active with Letter of Intent
� CNPC-DR partnership: Active with Letter of Intent. Political relationship 

between China and Norway improved by the end of Dec 2016.
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Outlook

The recent equity offerings have dramatically improved the position of 
Badger Explorer;

- The completion of the Development Program will get high priority

- New business opportunities based on existing and new technologies 
will be prioritised

- Investment opportunities within the oil service sector will be pursued

- The team will be scaled to get the right traction in the coming activities
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Thank you for attending


